CAMRY V6 IN PURSUIT RED

2.5 LITRE PETROL

2.5 LITRE PETROL HYBRID

3.5 LITRE V6 PETROL

There are advances. And then there are giant leaps forward.
Camry - a Toyota nameplate versed in both dynamic driveability and
proven practicality developed across 7 generations - has risen to new levels
of design and engineering prowess in this latest iteration.
Toyota’s premier full-sized sedan is available in a number of powertrain and

CAMRY GL IN SILVER PEARL

CAMRY GX HYBRID IN GLACIER WHITE

CAMRY SX HYBRID IN ECLIPSE

CAMRY V6 IN PURSUIT RED

specification grade configurations. All variants boast comprehensive comfort
and convenience features across the board, along with an array of stylish
exterior enhancements and premium interior touches, updated multimedia
infotainment systems and the latest in advanced safety technology.
CAMRY ZR HYBRID IN BLUE CRUSH

Whether yours is destined for business or pleasure - or a bit of both - the
Camry remains a decision that appeals to both the head and the heart.

CAMRY V6 IN PURSUIT RED

Power in every respect

CAMRY ZR IN BLUE CRUSH

Matching the Camry to a specific audience is no easy task,

Camry has evolved into a model that effortlessly incorporates the best characteristics of both the

especially when this perennial pace-setter in the sedan segment

elegant tourer and the sporty athletic performer. Suffice to say, across its broad specification base,

has been exposed to nearly every take on business dependability

there is a Camry that will appeal to everyone.

and proud private buyer for over 30 years.

Whether your preference is for GL, GX, SX, V6 or range-topping ZR, the Camry has a look to suit.

Thanks to no less than three powertrain options, the reimagined

Completely redrawn front-end styling across the entire range gives the GL and GX an elegant,

8th generation Camry incorporates plenty of on-road character,

business-like look, while the SX, V6 and ZR inhabit a sportier, more aggressive aesthetic,

and is designed to appeal to the weekend explorer as much as
the workday entrepreneur.

incorporating mesh grilles and large intakes, sporty side skirts while V6 and ZR variants are
CAMRY GL & GX

For a start, the sure-footedness of Toyota’s 2.5-litre four-cylinder

Every grade is fitted with LED headlights, Daytime Running Lights (DRLs) and taillights, while no

petrol engine with Dual Variable Valve Timing-intelligent (VVT-i)

less than three alloy wheel options - in 17”, 18” and 19” diameters - are available, from the

remains the stalwart of the Camry line-up.

premium-look to the performance-themed.

The latest Camry sees the trusted efficiency of Toyota’s world-leading
Hybrid Synergy Drive technology receive a significant boost in the

differentiated from the remainder of the family with a rear lip spoiler.

The Camry exterior colour palette has been refreshed for this generation with two new Toyota
CAMRY SX

new model. The new Camry Hybrid variants are the first to adopt

colours making their debut - Frosted White (for SX, ZR, V6) and Golden Pearl - taking the total
number of available exterior colours to seven.

Toyota’s New Generation Architecture (TNGA) for the engine, which is
responsible for up to a 19% reduction in combined fuel consumption
compared with the previous Camry Hybrid.
Meanwhile, the sporty and powerful nature of the Camry V6
featuring an engine which receives both more power and torque for

CAMRY V6 & ZR

this iteration – is paired with a newly developed 8-speed direct shift
automatic transmission, for the ultimate in driver involvement.
1

2
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Toyota’s trusted 2.5-litre four-cylinder
petrol engine offers Camry GL drivers
133kW peak power and a handy torque
output of 231Nm

2
		
		
		

Hybrid Electric models benefit from
a 2.5-litre four-cylinder petrol engine
teamed up with a Hybrid System for
a combined system output of 160kW

3
		
		
		
		
		
		

Camry V6 petrol engine is the
performance leader in the new Camry
range. Producing 224kW peak power
and torque of 362Nm for powerful
acceleration, the V6 is paired with an
8-speed automatic transmission with
sequential manual shift

Interior - The new business class
There is plenty of substance beyond the Camry’s
all-new exterior.
CAMRY ZR INTERIOR SHOWN

1

A completely redesigned cabin greets the driver and passengers,
with a variety of trim and surface materials on show, including
high-quality fabric and both red or black premium leather
accented options. Tactile touchpoints are similarly dressed to
impress, with Micro Square Metal, Textured Metal and Tiger Eye
2

surfaces adding genuine modernity to the latest Camry’s spacious
interior.
Visual technology abounds in the Camry, with the latest in
driver instrumentation and colour multi-information display screens
on offer. The 8th generation Camry also debuts a brand-new
multimedia system for Toyota, featuring an intuitively redesigned
interface offering high resolution audio files and USB video file
playback and mobile assistant integration.
And because the Camry remains a byword for practical motoring,

1
		
		
		

The layout is the same across all variants but trim
and equipment levels differ. Camry ZR tops the
range with an extensive feature list including power
driver and front passenger seats with ventilation

2
		
		

Clever packaging has allowed the boot space in
Camry to grow even larger - now 493 litres in GL
and 524 litres in GX, SX, V6 and ZR variants

3
		

Camry SX is the mid-level hybrid model that shares
its seating fabric design with GL and GX variants

4
		

Camry V6 has unique sports style leather accented
seating in either black or red

4

3

even hybrid models receive more luggage space - 103 litres more
in fact - thanks to clever repositioning of the powerful hybrid
battery from the boot to beneath the rear seat.
CAMRY GL, GX, SX

CAMRY V6

CAMRY ZR

CAMRY

GL

Toyota’s Camry GL boasts the reliability of Toyota’s trusted
2.5-litre four-cylinder petrol engine, offering comfortable
motorway cruising without compromising on fuel economy.

Driver involvement is assured with a revised
six-speed automatic transmission offering both
‘blipping’ downshift and highly responsive
2

upshift control.
An impressive array of standard features are

1

included with the Camry GL, including Toyota
Safety Sense technology, an electronic parking
brake, 17” alloy wheels, Bi-beam LED headlights
and a reversing camera with dynamic guidelines
to assist the driver into even the trickiest
parking spot.

ALL IMAGES - CAMRY GL IN SILVER PEARL
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1
		

Powerful Bi-beam LED headlights with automatic levelling functionality
sit above the Camry GL’s signature horizontal grille design

2
		

The front windscreen is constructed from special acoustic glass,
which helps keep road noise to a minimum for occupants

3
		

Camry GL features stylish 17” alloys as standard - also shared by
GX and SX Hybrid models

4
		

Supportive seating finished in high grade multi-toned fabrics trim
the interiors of GL, GX and SX Camry variants

5
		

Camry GL features sequential shift functionality with its six-speed
automatic transmission, for a more engaging drive when desired

6
		

A powerful stereo system with six speakers is accessed through
the 7” touchscreen display of the Camry GL and GX variants

7
		

The fit and finish of the sophisticated palette of materials makes
Camry practical and very pleasing to the eye

8
		

As well as a centre console box there is a small-items storage box
with sliding cover forward of the gear lever

9

Camry GL includes wireless remote centrol locking with key start

6
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FOR MORE IMAGES AND DETAIL VISIT:

toyota.co.nz/our-range/camry

CAMRY HYBRID

GX

The ever-popular Hybrid remains
a firm component of the
reimagined Camry range.

In GX guise, the Camry Hybrid offers up
real-world savings on fuel that every driver
will notice, thanks to its efficient Dynamic
Force engine coupled with Toyota’s
renowned Hybrid Synergy Drive system
powered by a Nickel Metal-Hydride
(Ni-Mh) battery.
The addition of Hybrid Synergy Drive
technology ensures more choice in driving
styles, with dedicated EV and ECO settings
sitting alongside NORMAL and, for the first
time, SPORT mode too.

ALL IMAGES - CAMRY GX IN GLACIER WHITE
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Camry GX features stylish 17” alloys as standard

2
		
		

Toyota has ensured the Camry offers a settled and enjoyable ride,
with improvements for the 8th generation such as a new
suspension configuation

3
		

The rear seats in all Camry variants accommodate 3 adults
and split fold to expand the already large boot capacity

4
		
		
		

Every Camry Hybrid features an Electronic Continuously
Variable Transmission (E-CVT), which helps deliver greater
fuel efficiency, lower emissions, and an engaging
drive experience

5
		

Micro Square Metal panel inserts add a touch of the premium
to the GX interior

6
		

Dual zone air conditioning means front passengers will never
feel left out in the cold, or hot under the collar

7
		
		

Electronically Controlled Brake-Regeneration (ECB-R) gains you
extra mileage from your Camry Hybrid by pushing energy back
into the vehicle’s Nickel Metal-Hydride battery when braking

8
		

The Camry GX features keyless smart entry and
push button start systems

8
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CAMRY HYBRID

SX

Building on the GX grade with a mix of both the sporty
and the premium, the Camry SX gains a matte black
front grille, side skirts and dual exhaust tips.

Inside, a three-spoke leather steering wheel
and shift knob, resin and stainless steel scuff
plates on the door sills and an 8-way powered
driver’s seat add to the Camry’s form and
function.
Additionally, the SX grade receives an 8” colour
TFT multi-information touchscreen display and
satellite navigation with the added practicality
of SUNA Traffic* technology.
1

ALL IMAGES - CAMRY SX IN FROSTED WHITE
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1
		

The 8th generation Camry has been built on Toyota’s all-new TNGA global architecture
platform, designed to provide a sportier, more agile on-road experience

2
		

Camry SX differs from other variants in subtle ways such as the matte black trim
surrounding the front grille

3

SX rear end styling features an aero fin diffuser and dual exhaust tips

4

Whatever duties Camry is asked to perform the interior will be up to the task

5
		
		
		
		
		

There is a variety of technology onboard to add convenience to the journey, including
Bluetooth hands-free phone and audio streaming capability, accessed through a bright
and easy-to-read 8” touchscreen display. A powerful stereo system with six speakers
is a central feature of the Camry SX infotainment feature set. Standard in the SX the
satellite navigation system has SUNA Traffic*, which gives the driver accurate route
information in real-time

6

Driver’s of Camry SX will enjoy the power seat controls

7

All model except ZR have an overhead console for handy glasses storage

8
		

All variants have an electronic parking brake that can be set to engage when you
position the gear lever in ‘park’

9
		

There are 2 charging options available - 12V/120W accessory socket and USB plus
a 3.5mm AUX plug for audio input
*Traffic information available only in some regions
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CAMRY

V6

Because absolute power is still to be appreciated,
the new Camry V6 occupies a special place in the
refreshed line-up of Toyota’s signature sedan.

With its 3.5-litre petrol V6 offering 224kW of power
and 362Nm of torque, the Camry V6 pushes its
sportier character to the fore.
Performance-themed features such as an all-new
8-speed automatic transmission, twin exhaust system,
high gloss black metallic sports grille, sports-tuned
suspension and, inside the cabin, sports seats up front
enliven this worthy addition to the Camry line-up.

1
ALL IMAGES - CAMRY V6 IN PURSUIT RED
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The powerful V6 variant offers a sportier take on the tried and trusted
Camry; one that exchanges workday dependability for weekend
driving pleasure

2

19” alloy wheels with 235/40 R19 tyres give Camry V6 a sure-footed look

3

The sports theme continues at the rear with a lip spoiler and quad tailpipes

4
		

The Camry V6’s interior is trimmed in black with leather accented seats.
Alternatively you can opt for red trim with leather accented seats

5
		

Paddle shifters, bringing with them an extra level of engagement in
the driving experience, are standard in the Camry V6

6
		

A wireless charging tray enables compatible devices to be charged
without the need for fiddly cables to be plugged in

7
		

A new 8-speed automatic transmission makes its first
appearance in the Camry model line

5

6

8
9
		

The textured metal trim is another unique feature of Camry V6
The new Camry V6 features a 3.5-litre petrol engine that offers up
new levels of power for the Camry range

4
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CAMRY HYBRID

ZR

The Camry ZR really does offer the best of both: both the impressive real-world
fuel efficiency and lower emissions of a truly innovative hybrid powertrain, and
the sporty look of a genuine performance-themed model.

Offering exclusive detailing, such as the cabin’s
‘Tiger Eye’ surface ornamentation, as well as a
tilt-and-slide sunroof and ventilated front seats,
the Camry ZR packs the absolute best this
perennial sedan has to offer into one tidy
package.
The good stuff doesn’t end there, however.
Wireless charging, satellite navigation and
leading-edge safety technology such as Blind
Spot Monitoring and a Rear Cross Traffic Alert

1

system are included as standard in the ZR grade.
LED lighting technology outside and stylish
illuminated ambient lighting inside make the

ALL IMAGES - CAMRY ZR IN BLUE CRUSH

Camry ZR a class act from front to back.
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The hybrid-powered Camry ZR styling positions it at the top of the range with
silver trim on the lower front grille, unique silver alloy wheels and rear lip spoiler

2
		
		

The ZR grade Camry offers the benefits of a hybrid powertrain mixed with
a stylish performance-themed exterior body kit. The external mirrors
feature extra functionality, such as reverse tilt and memory

3
		

The Camry range features newly developed MacPherson strut suspension at
the front of the car, with independent double wishbone suspension at the rear

4
		

The seats in Camry ZR are perforated black accented leather.
Both front seats have user controlled ventilation

5

‘Tiger Eye’ ornamentation in the cabin is exclusive to the Camry ZR

6

Another item found only in ZR is the powered tilt and slide sunroof

7
		

A wireless charging tray enables compatible devices to be charged
without the need for fiddly cables to be plugged in

8
		

The 8” TFT touchscreen display is home to a wide range of information
including performance of the hybrid system
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The colour Head-Up Display in ZR provides essential driving information

10 ZR’s rear view mirrors house Blind Spot indicators for increased traffic awareness

4

Safety
briefing

Make Camry
your own

The 5-star ANCAP rated Camry gives you peace of mind on the road,
whether in the city or cruising the highways and byways.

With a Camry available for every taste, there’s also a Toyota Genuine
Accessory component that will help your Camry reflect your
personality. Front, back, interior and exterior; Camry is covered.

Camry exterior colours
Glacier
White
040

Frosted
White
MICA
089
N/A GL/GX

Silver
Pearl
METALLIC
1F7

CAMRY V6 IN FROSTED WHITE WITH OPTIONAL RED LEATHER ACCENTED SEATS SHOWN FITTED WITH: TINTED BONNET PROTECTOR,
HEADLIGHT PROTECTORS, SLIMLINE WEATHER SHIELDS, TRD SPOILER, VINYL WRAPPED ROOF, TINTED WINDOWS, PAINTED BRAKE
CALIPERS, BLACK WING MIRRORS AND DTM BREZZY ALLOY WHEELS

CAMRY V6 IN PURSUIT RED

Golden
Pearl
METALLIC
4X1

Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the same high standard as
original parts. Fitting Genuine Toyota Accessories also ensures the integrity of your vehicle, with

There is a full complement of 7 airbags onboard, including driver

Safety isn’t just
a priority for Camry.
The 5-Star ANCAP safety
rating is testament to
its renowned Toyota
build quality.

and passenger front, front seat side, front/rear curtain shield and
driver’s knee protection.
Every Camry variant features the Toyota Safety Sense package

components tested to exacting standards for New Zealand conditions and backed by a 3 year
or 100,000 kilometres* warranty.

MICA
218

*Whichever comes first. Warranty valid from when accessory fitted, at time of new vehicle purchase at your Toyota Store.

incorporating a number of safety technologies for extra peace
of mind, including Toyota’s Pre-Crash Safety system with

Pursuit Red

Electric Power Steering (EPS) is
vehicle speed sensitive so low speed
manoeuvers require minimal effort
while at highway speeds less
assistance is provided.
The turning circle is 11.4 for GL, GX
and SX; 11.6m for V6 and ZR

Autonomous Emergency Braking, All-Speed Dynamic Radar
Cruise Control, Automatic High Beam, Lane Departure Alert with
Steering Assist and Vehicle Sway Warning functions.

3T7

Bonnet Protector. This acrylic bonnet protector is custom-shaped
to protect the bonnet from stone chips, insects and paint damage.

Blind Spot Monitoring and Rear Cross Traffic Alert are exclusive

11.4~11.6m

features of Camry ZR.

Eclipse

Resistant to UV discolouration.

Rubber Floor Mats. Protect the floor area of your Camry from daily
wear and tear with durable rubber floor mats. The driver’s side floor
mat features two retaining clips to ensureit stays securely in place.

Blue Crush
MICA METALLIC
8W7

Front and outer rear seating positions feature 3-point, Emergency
Camry interior trim

Locking Retractor (ELR) seatbelts with pre-tensioners and force
limiters, while the centre rear seat has a 3-point ELR seatbelt.

GL, GX, SX
BLACK FABRIC

In the rear there are two ISOFIX child seat anchors and three
tether points.

1

2

Every Camry has a bright, clear reversing camera with dynamic

TRD Boot lid spoiler. Add some flare to your Camry while
improving the aerodynamics. Constructed from high quality
lightweight plastic, the rear spoiler has been designed by
Toyota Racing Development to complement your Camry.
Note: Requires painting to customers preference.

guidelines and in SX, V6 and ZR variants you’ll enjoy the added
convenience of front and rear parking sensors.

Door scuff plates. Make your Camry stand out from the crowd with
these great looking Scuff Plates. Specifically tailored to fit the Camry
and featuring striking Camry branding on a brushed finish stainless
insert, they blend in with the Camry’s sophisticated interior.

V6
BLACK LEATHER
ACCENTED

On the road, standard safety equipment for all varaints includes
Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC), which

3

4

V6

work together to keep the car on a stable footing in tight corners

RED LEATHER

1

Toyota Safety Sense delivers an all-encompassing package of active safety systems
designed to keep you and your passengers protected in all types of traffic.
Information gathered from the forward-facing camera and milliwave radar sensor
is relayed instantly to the driver

if you need to stop in a hurry, Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic

2

The rear seats in all Camry variants provide 2 x ISOFIX and 3 x tether anchors

Brake-force Distribution (EBD) will help slow you safely.

3

All models feature a reversing camera with dynamic guidelines. Camry ZR also features
Rear Cross Traffic Alert that will warn when a vehicle is crossing in your reversing path

or where road conditions become hazardous.
Every Camry also features Hill-Start Assist Control (HAC) and

ACCENTED

ZR

4

Steering wheel controls enable the Toyota Safety Sense settings in the Multi-information
display to be customised

Weathershields. This set of acrylic slimline weathershields allow
fresh air into the cabin while protecting you from the elements.
They are lightly tinted to reduce glare and resistant to UV
discolouration.

Toyota Genuine Headlight Protectors. Provide added protection from
insects, stone-chips and damage. Made from high strength acrylic
which is resistant to cracking and UV discolouration, Toyota Genuine
Headlight Protectors are easy to remove for cleaning and help you
keep your stylish Camry looking brand new.

BLACK LEATHER
ACCENTED

Mechanical
SpecIFICations

CAMRY SPECIFICATIONS

GL

Engine: 2.5 Litre, 4 cylinder petrol engine, In-line type. 16-Valve Double Overhead Cam, with Dual Variable Valve Timing with intelligence
(VVT-i); maximum power 133kW @ 6000rpm, maximum torque 231Nm @ 4100rpm

GX Hybrid

SX Hybrid

ZR Hybrid

•

•

•

•

Engine: 2.5 Litre, 4 cylinder petrol hybrid engine, In-line type. 16-Valve Double Overhead Cam, with Dual Variable Valve Timing with		
intelligence (VVT-iE - intake, VVT-i - exhaust). Combined system output (Engine and Hybrid System) 160kW		

Engine: 3.5 Litre, 6 cylinder petrol engine, V-type, 24 valve Quad Cam, with Dual Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-iW - intake,					
VVT-i - exhaust); maximum power 224kW @ 6600rpm, maximum torque 362Nm @ 4700rpm
Fuel tank capacity / recommended octane rating
Fuel consumption: Urban / Extra Urban / Combined*
CO2 emissions: Urban / Extra Urban / Combined*. Euro 6 (GL Euro 5)
Transmission: Six speed automatic with sequential shift. Front wheel drive

50L / 95

50L / 95

50L / 95

60L / 95

11.0/5.9/7.8L/100km

4.7/4.2/4.2L/100km

4.7/4.2/4.2L/100km

5.2/4.4/4.5L/100km

12.7/6.6/8.9L/100km

254/138/181g/km

106/96/96g/km

106/96/96g/km

117/101/103g/km

290/151/202g/km

•

•

Paddle shifters

•

Exterior
Features

STEERING,
BRAKES
& SUSP

Transmission: Eight speed automatic with sequential shift. Front wheel drive					
Electric Power Steering (EPS), Minimum turning circle / turns lock to lock:

11.4 / 2.7

11.4 / 2.7

11.6 / 2.6

Brakes: Ventilated front disc; solid rear disc; electronic parking brake

•

•

•

•

•

Suspension, front: MacPherson strut type with stabiliser bar; rear: double wishbone with stabiliser bar

•

•

•

•

Sport tuned

10-spoke
17” silver alloy

10-spoke
17” silver alloy

10-spoke
17” silver alloy

Multi-spoke silver
18” alloy

Multi-spoke silver &
black 19” alloy

215/55 R17

215/55 R17

215/55 R17

235/45 R18

235/40 R19

17” silver alloy

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

•

•

Wheels: Design and size
		
Tyre size:
Spare wheel:

Auto levelling Bi-beam LED headlights, single line LED daytime running lights; matte black horizontal upper front grille, matte black lower 			
sports mesh grille; body coloured front & rear bumpers; body coloured sport style rear diffuser; dual exhaust tips

•

Interior features
& Convenience

Auto levelling Bi-beam LED headlights, 3 line LED daytime running lights; gloss black horizontal upper front grille, gloss black lower 					
sports mesh grille; body coloured front & rear bumpers; silver lower front grille garnish; body coloured sport style rear diffuser; 					
quad exhaust tips; rear lip spoiler			
Smart entry with push button start
Air conditioning, clean air filter, rear seat air conditioning outlets
Black and grey fabric seat material, manual slide and recline front seats; driver’s manual vertical adjustment; driver’s power lumbar

11.6 / 2.6

•

Auto levelling Bi-beam LED headlights, 3 line LED daytime running lights; gloss black horizontal upper front grille, gloss black lower 				
sports mesh grille; body coloured front & rear bumpers; silver lower front grille garnish; body coloured sport style rear diffuser; 				
dual exhaust tips; rear lip spoiler; sunroof with tilt and inner slide functions

•

•

•

•

•

Manual

Dual zone

Dual zone

Dual zone

Dual zone

•

•

Black and grey fabric seat material, driver’s seat power slide, recline, vertical adjustment and front tilt; power lumbar.			
Manual slide and recline front passenger seat			

•

Black leather accented seat material, driver and front passenger power slide, recline, vertical adjustment and front tilt; power lumbar, 				
seat ventilation. Driver 2 position memory

•

Black sports leather accented seat material, driver’s seat power slide, recline, vertical adjustment and front tilt; power lumbar.					
Manual slide and recline front passenger seat. Optional red leather accented seat material

•

60/40 split-fold rear seat backs
Instrument panel film finish:

•

•

•

•

•

Micro square metal

Micro square metal

Micro square metal

Tiger Eye

Textured metal

Colour Head-up Display

•

Power windows with auto up/down

•

•

3-spoke urethane steering wheel, with manual tilt and telescopic adjustment; with controls, urethane gear lever

•

•

3-spoke leather steering wheel, with manual tilt and telescopic adjustment (power tilt and telescopic with memory for ZR); with controls,
leather gear lever			

•

•

•

•

•

•
with Stainless steel

Black resin door scuff plates

•

•

with Stainless steel

with Stainless steel

Centre console storage boxes, lockable glove box; overhead sunglass holder (not available in ZR)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2 x rear USB charging outlets

AUDIO &
CONTROLS

Paddle shifters

11.4 / 2.7

Auto levelling Bi-beam LED headlights, single line LED daytime running lights; dark grey metallic front grille; body coloured
front & rear bumpers, black rear diffuser

Door pockets: Driver and front passenger; rear seat storage pocket - behind front seats

•

•

•

•

•

4 cup holders (front console and rear centre armrest); bottle holders in each door

•

•

•

•

•

7” TFT colour touchscreen display, radio, single disc MP3/WMA CD player, auxiliary input jack and USB connection, Bluetooth handsfree
phone capability and audio streaming; voice recognition; mobile assistant; 6 speakers

•

•

8” TFT colour touchscreen display, radio, single disc MP3/WMA CD player, auxiliary input jack and USB connection, Bluetooth handsfree
phone capability and audio streaming; voice recognition; mobile assitant; Satellite Navigation with SUNA traffic channel system			
(traffic information available only in some regions); 6 speakers

•

•

•

2-ring style Optitron analogue speedometer and tachometer

•

•

•

•

•

4.2” TFT Multi-Information Display (MID) - digital speed, twin trip meters, outside temperature, range, audio information
average/instantaneous fuel consumption, average speed functions

•

•
•

•

•

7” TFT Multi-Information Display (MID) - digital speed with average/instantaneous fuel consumption, average speed functions, 			
outside temperature, range, audio information, compass			
Safety and
Security

•

60L / 91

Transmission: Electronically Controlled Continuously Variable Transmission (ECVT). Front wheel drive

5-Star ANCAP safety rating

•

•

•

•

•

Toyota Safety Sense: Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), All-Speed Dynamic Radar Cruise
Control (DRCC), Automatic High Beam (AHB), Lane Departure Alert (LDA) with steering assist and vehicle sway warning

•

•

•

•

•

7 x SRS airbags - Driver and passenger front, front side, front/rear curtain shield and driver’s knee

•

•

•

•

•

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA) and Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

•

•

•

•

•

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC), Traction Cotrol (TRC), Vehicle Stability Control (VSC), Brake hold, Drive Start Control

•

•

•

•

•

2 x 3-point Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) front seat belts with pre-tensioners and force limiters; 3 x 3-point ELR rear seat belts with
pre-tensioners and force limiters on outer seats; child restraint system with 2 x ISOFIX and 3 x tether points; adjustable front seat
belt anchors. Seat belt warning buzzer and lights - all seats

•

•

•

•

•

Reversing camera with dynamic guidlines

•

•

Parking assist sensors 2 x front, 2 x rear
Wireless remote central locking; engine immobiliser and alarm
Dimensions

V6

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Overall length:

4885mm

4885mm

4905mm

4905mm

4905mm

Width:

1840mm

1840mm

1840mm

1840mm

1840mm

Height:

1445mm

1445mm

1445mm

1445mm

1445mm

Wheelbase:

2825mm

2825mm

2825mm

2825mm

2825mm

5 / 493L

5 / 524L

Seating capacity / luggage capacity:
Kerb weight - minimum/maximum / gross vehicle weight:

1490-1495kg / 2030kg 1580-1635kg / 2100kg

Maximum towing capacity - braked / unbraked:

1200kg / 500kg

5 / 524L

5 / 524L

5 / 524L

1580-1635kg / 2100kg

1580-1635kg / 2100kg

1595-1620kg / 2100kg

400kg / 400kg

400kg / 400kg

1600kg / 500kg

400kg / 400kg

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

EXTRA CARE

ACCESSORIES

VISIT:

GENUINE PARTS

* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per ADR 79/04 (Urban/Extra Urban/Combined cycle) are tested in a controlled environment. These figures are for comparison purposes only between other makes and
actual fuel consumption may vary under real world driving conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on many factors including driving conditions/style, vehicle usage, condition and options/accessories fitted.
Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 31 May, 2018. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any
changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Toyota Store. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective December 2017]
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